
What is it?
PROMOGRAN™ Matrix is a sterile primary dressing made of  freeze-dried composite of 45% oxidized regenerated 
cellulose (ORC) and 55% collagen.  In the presence of exudate, the PROMOGRAN™ Matrix transforms into a soft, 
conformable, biodegradable gel, and thus allows contact with all areas of the wound.

What is it for?
PROMOGRAN™ Matrix, when covered with a semi-occlusive dressing, like a foam, maintains a moist wound environment. 
This environment is conducive to granulation tissue formation, epithelialization and optimal wound healing. 
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NOTE: Specific indications, contraindications, warnings, precautions and safety 
information exist for these products and therapies. Please consult a clinician and 
product instructions for use prior to application. The instructions for use are intended 
for healthcare professionals.
NOTE: This document is intended for patient self-care as guided by their HCP and is not 
intended to replace the Instructions for Use.
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How often to apply
It is not necessary to remove any remaining PROMOGRAN™ 
Matrix dressing during secondary dressing changes. Apply a 
new PROMOGRAN™ Matrix as directed by your clinician.

Frequently Asked Questions
Do I have to remove PROMOGRAN™ Matrix?    
No, it is not necessary to remove PROMOGRAN™ Matrix. You 
do however need to remove the secondary dressing as directed 
by your clinician.

Cover with an appropriate secondary 
dressing as directed by your clinician.

Secondary dressing application

1. If the wound bed is wet apply the 
dressing directly.

2. If the wound is dry moisten the 
dressing with saline (use the 
dressing tray as a dish to pre-wet)

Dressing applicationDressing preparation
1. Peel back the tray cover and leave 

dressing in tray.

2. If necessary, PROMOGRAN™ Matrix 
can be cut using clean scissors, 
ripped or folded to fit the wound bed. 

3. For a small or deep exuding wound, 
cut the dressing prior to application 
or pack dressing into the wound.

How to apply
Preparing the wound  
Prepare the wound according to appropriate wound management protocol as instructed by your clinician. Wash your hands before 
and after touching the wound. Wear gloves if you have them.
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